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To our loyal listeners and supporters,

every year at new york Public Radio is a new opportunity to deliver on our public 
service mission. each year, we strive to do groundbreaking enterprise reporting that 
makes a difference in our community. We endeavor to create content and cultural 
programming that makes our lives richer and more joyous. We work in the service 
of our community by engaging diverse voices in nonpartisan discussions that offer 
new perspectives. We also innovate to provide products that enable our audience  
to access our content whenever they want it, wherever they are.

Thanks to the generous support of hundreds of thousands of individual donors, 
institutions and foundations, we were able to do these things and more in Fiscal 
year 2012. Our accomplishments this year were significant and can be measured  
in many ways. 

•  They can be measured by our reach and our impact. This year, we acquired four 
stations in new Jersey, opened up a new Jersey news bureau and established 
new Jersey Public Radio. We reached far beyond physical borders with new 
digital products and offerings. As a result, we saw an explosion in digital growth, 
and we are continuing to invest in our digital future. in Fiscal year 2012, we 
saw the audience who listens to us online increase by 76%. Our podcasts were 
downloaded 58 million times. Our seven radio stations, digital properties and 
programming reached an average of 11.5 million people each month.

•  They can be measured by the news we covered and how well we covered it.  
This fiscal year, we were challenged by hurricane irene, presidential primaries, 
financial crises in europe, an occupation on Wall street, historic hearings in  
the u.s. supreme Court on health care and so much more.

•  They can be measured by our new programming, special series and cultural 
events. This year, WnyC launched Here’s the Thing with Alec Baldwin, the 
business and economics program Money Talking and an engaging series on  
The Brian Lehrer Show called End of War. WqxR debuted the new national 
series Carnegie Hall Live, hosted an array of festivals including Beethoven 
Awareness month and introduced Operavore. WnyC marked the 10th anniversary 
of 9/11 with award-winning specials that aired on public radio stations 
nationwide, and one of the first initiatives of Fiscal year 2012 was a collaborative 
music project by WnyC and WqxR to commemorate the anniversary, called 
“measuring Time: music for 9/11.” 

in this report, we will measure time once again and look at our progress in Fiscal 
year 2012. We are pleased to share this annual report with you, and we thank you  
for the continued support of our mission and our work.

Herb Scannell,  
Chairman of the  
Board of Trustees

Laura R. Walker,  
President and CEO

THE MEASURE OF A YEAR

herb scannell,  
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

laura R. Walker,  
President and CeO
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With the vibrancy of New York City and a 
global perspective, New York Public Radio 
delivers news, cultural programming and 
music that simply cannot be found elsewhere.

We are an independent nonprofit news  
and cultural organization that owns and 
operates seven radio stations, a portfolio of 
digital properties and a performance space 
in Manhattan. Our audience base is diverse 
and international. They crave news and 
content that reaches beyond the physical 
borders of our city. They listen to us on the 
radio. They engage with us in person and  
on the Web, on smartphones and tablets — 
not only in the New York area, but 
nationwide and across the globe. Our shows, 
radio stations and digital properties reach  
an average of 11.5 million people each  
month. Here’s a look at the properties that 
make up New York Public Radio.

MEASURED BY  
WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO
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New York Public radio’s MissioN stateMeNt: 

To make the mind more curious, the heart more tolerant and the 
spirit more joyful through excellent programming that is deeply 
rooted in new york.
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WnYC Is one of The MosT 
listened-to noncommercial news 
and information radio stations in the 
country. We operate a newsroom 
of more than 50 journalists, and 
we produce a wide range of 
news, current events and cultural 
programming for local and  
national audiences. 

Our award-winning programs  
include Radiolab, Freakonomics 
Radio, On the Media, Studio 360,  
The Takeaway, The Brian Lehrer  
Show, The Leonard Lopate Show, 
Soundcheck and Radio Rookies. 
These shows tackle everything  
from breaking international news  
to social, economic, and political 
trends across the country, and 
human interest stories from down 
the street. in addition to our own 
content, WnyC also delivers the best 
programming from national Public 
Radio, Public Radio international, 
American Public media and the BBC 
to audiences every day. 

WnyC’s growing portfolio of digital 
properties is as important as the 
radio operations. it’s a Free Country, 

schoolBook and Transportation 
nation are multiplatform initiatives 
that aggregate content by topic and 
utilize innovative partnerships with 
other news entities, providing deep 
coverage in core areas of politics, 
education and transportation. 

in Fiscal year 2012, WnyC remained 
committed to producing thought-
provoking content and high-impact 
journalism for all platforms. This  
year was an especially important  
one for us as we marked the 10th 
anniversary of the september 11, 
2001, terrorist attacks.

On the morning of september 11, 
2001, WnyC was broadcasting from 
studios in the municipal Building in 
lower manhattan. shortly after the 
first plane hit the north Tower of 
the World Trade Center, WnyC’s 
Fm transmitter, located atop the 
World Trade Center, was destroyed, 
and WnyC–Fm went off the air. But 
WnyC continued to broadcast on its 
Am signal throughout the day and 
on the Fm dial in collaboration with 
Wnye, the station operated by the 
City of new york. WnyC reporters 

ABOVE (LEFT): 
WnyC host Brian lehrer

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM (RiGHT):

The Leonard Lopate Show on the air

Commentator Farai Chideya

John hockenberry,  
host of The Takeaway

WNYC



including marianne mcCune and Beth 
Fertig brought firsthand eyewitness 
accounts and stories from new york 
to national audiences on that day. 

WnYC Was CoMMITTeD to covering 
the 10th anniversary with the same 
vigor, candor and humanity. WnyC’s 
anniversary coverage — collectively 
referred to as “decade 9/11” — 
was compelling, comprehensive 
and innovative. it included audio 
recordings from 9/11, in-depth 
reporting on the key issues and 
aftereffects, music specials and 
participatory projects that asked  
new yorkers to take part in the 
creation of content.

marianne mcCune and emily Botein, 
working with a team of producers 
and reporters from across WnyC, 
produced the provocative special 
documentary — “living 9/11.” The 
special explored new yorkers’ most 
visceral and immediate emotional 
reactions to the terrorist attacks, 
as well as the long-term effects. 
Through a mix of their recordings at 
the time and interviews with people 
10 years later, American audiences 

were guided through the stories 
of new yorkers who were directly 
affected by what happened, and who 
have been struggling for a decade 
to make sense of it. “living 9/11” was 
carried on more than 100 stations 
nationwide and was honored with 
Columbia university’s dart Award for 
excellence in Coverage of Trauma. 
it also garnered a 2012 Third Coast 
international Audio Festival award.

WnyC’s Radio Rookies provided 
an entirely different perspective 
in its series Our 9/11: Growing Up 
in the Aftermath. in one story, a 
firefighter’s daughter described how 
she spent the months after 9/11 by 
his hospital bedside and attending 
funerals. “measuring Time: music for 
9/11” was a collaborative initiative 
by WnyC and WqxR in which new 
yorkers chose music of all genres to 
commemorate the anniversary. The 
project resulted in a four-hour radio 
special and special music stream 
available on our digital platforms. 
it shared the stories told by new 
yorkers in their own words behind 
the individual selections.

ConTenT BranDs anD prograMs 
The Brian Lehrer Show
Danny Stiles’ Music Museum
Fishko Files
Folksong Festival
Freakonomics Radio
Here’s the Thing with Alec Baldwin
The Leonard Lopate Show
Money Talking
New Tech City
New Sounds
On the Media*
Radiolab*
Radio Rookies
The Saturday Show  
 with Jonathan Schwartz
Selected Shorts
Soundcheck
Spinning on Air
Studio 360*
The Takeaway*
WNYC News

raDIo properTIes
Am 820
93.9 Fm

DIgITal properTIes anD apps
WnyC news and Programming 
(www.wnyc.org)
it’s a Free Country 
(www.itsafreecountry.org)
The empire Blog (www.empire.wnyc.org)
schoolBook (www.schoolbook.org)
Transportation nation 
(www.transportationnation.org)
WnyC mobile app 
(for iPhone and Android)
Radiolab mobile app  
(for iPhone and Android)

*Denotes national programs with 
discrete digital properties
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WQXr Is The naTIon’s most 
listened-to classical station and  
new york City’s only all-classical 
music station. new york Public 
Radio acquired WqxR in 2009 
from The New York Times in a bold 
move that saved classical music on 
the new york radio dial. This fiscal 
year (February 2012), new york 
Public Radio completed a $15 million 
capital campaign to support the 
acquisition cost and creation of new 
programming to enhance WqxR’s 
service to the community and to 
reach new audiences.

The benefits of this investment can 
be heard every day on 105.9 Fm 
and WqxR.org, and experienced 
through an incredible roster of 
festival programming and live event 

series. in Fiscal year 2012, WqxR 
had the pleasure of broadcasting 
the inaugural season of Carnegie 
Hall Live. This multimedia series 
provides unparalleled access to the 
world-class concerts taking place 
at Carnegie hall. The program, 
produced by WqxR in partnership 
with Carnegie hall and American 
Public media, commenced its 
12-performance season on October 11, 
2011, with valery gergiev conducting 
the mariinksy Orchestra. it ended on 
may 29, 2012, with a solo recital by 
lang lang. The series was broadcast 
nationwide. excerpts were also 
featured on Performance Today, 
SymphonyCast and C24, bringing a 
piece of Carnegie hall to a total of 
250 markets.

WqxR

ABOVE (LEFT): 
violinists Colin Jacobsen and kristi 
helberg of The knights

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM (RiGHT):

soprano danielle de niese

WqxR host Terrance mcknight

Beethoven Awareness Campaign

Bassist zach Cohen of The knights



as a puBlIC raDIo sTaTIon, WqxR 
has continued to serve its long and 
established audience, while attracting 
a whole new generation of listeners 
with innovative programming and 
digital offerings that encourage 
engagement, education and 
exploration of music. in the fall, 
WqxR relaunched its website, 
WqxR.org, offering listeners the 
opportunity to take charge of their 
musical experience. The new website 
features a fresh new look, easier 
readability, more content and an 
embedded audio player that allows 
the user to navigate through the site 
without interrupting the stream. The 
site is home to q2 music, WqxR’s 
online music station dedicated to 
contemporary classical composers, 
innovative ensembles, and vibrant, 
live performances from new york 
City’s leading new music venues; and 
Operavore, WqxR’s online home for 
all things opera, including a blog, 
news articles and a 24-hour music 
stream. The launch of the new site 

was supported with the release of 
WqxR’s mobile apps for iPhone 
and Android. in the first month 
alone, more than 21,000 people 
downloaded the WqxR iPhone app, 
making it an instant favorite for the 
classical music enthusiast.

Another highlight for the fiscal year 
was WqxR’s inaugural Beethoven 
Awareness month (celebrated in 
november). The month was marked 
with a citywide ad campaign 
titled “Obeythoven,” a spinoff of 
shepard Fairey’s “Obey” brand. The 
celebration included a performance 
by the escher string quartet in grand 
Central station, a live broadcast from 
Carnegie hall featuring sir John eliot 
gardiner conducting an all-Beethoven 
program with the Orchestre 
Révolutionnaire et Romantique, and 
a marathon performance of all 32 
of Beethoven’s piano sonatas. The 
12-hour event hosted in new york 
Public Radio’s Jerome l. greene 
Performance space was sold out. 

ConTenT BranDs anD prograMs 
All Ears with Terrance McKnight
Around Broadway
Carnegie Hall Live
The Choral Mix with Kent Tritle
A Christmas Carol
Concerts from the Frick Collection
Conducting Business
Mad About Music 
Matters of Economy
Movies on the Radio
Opera in Brief
Spring for Music (broadcast)  
Summer Concert Showcase
The Washington Report
Young Artists Showcase

raDIo properTIes
105.9 Fm

DIgITal properTIes
WqxR (www.wqxr.org)
q2 music (www.q2music.org)
Operavore (www.operavore.org)
WqxR mobile app (for iPhone and Android)
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In fIsCal Year 2012, new york 
Public Radio acquired four new 
Jersey radio stations and affirmed its 
commitment to serving new Jersey 
residents with local news, along with 
the best content and programming 
from WnyC. With the acquisition, 
new york Public Radio created  
new Jersey Public Radio (nJPR), 
made up of 88.1 WnJT-Fm  
Trenton, 88.5 WnJP-Fm sussex,  
89.3 WnJy-Fm netcong and  
90.3 WnJO-Fm Toms River/seaside 
Park; and new Jersey Public Radio 
news, specializing in coverage from  
and for the garden state.

Award-winning journalist nancy 
solomon came on board as the 
managing editor of new Jersey 
Public Radio news, and spent the  
first year diving deep into critical  
new Jersey issues like education 
across the state and poverty  
in newark. she also provided  

on-site coverage of the high-profile 
dharun Ravi trial in march. From 
jury selection to the verdict, nJPR 
covered the story for our local 
listeners and for national listeners  
on nPR.

On may 15, new york Public Radio 
announced that new Jersey Public 
Radio would be headquartered at 
montclair state university and would 
participate in the school’s nJ digital 
media initiative, a collaboration 
among various new Jersey news 
organizations — broadcast, print  
and digital — funded by the  
geraldine R. dodge Foundation. 
montclair state provides new Jersey  
Public Radio with offices, studio  
space and production facilities;  
and, in return, new Jersey Public 
Radio provides montclair with various 
educational opportunities, including 
regular internships, workshops  
and classroom visits.

NEW JERSEY PUBLiC RADiO

raDIo properTIes
88.1 WnJT-Fm Trenton
88.5 WnJP-Fm sussex
89.3 WnJy-Fm netcong
90.3 WnJO-Fm Toms River/
seaside Park

DIgITal properTIes
nJPR (www.njpublicradio.org)
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The JeroMe l. greene 
perforManCe spaCe is a 
multimedia performance venue and 
broadcast studio located on the 
ground floor of new york Public 
Radio’s headquarters at 160 varick 
street in new york City. The greene 
space produces broadcast specials 
of WnyC programs, WqxR concerts, 
audio theater, literary readings, 
art exhibits, political debates and 
education initiatives. it serves as a 
place for experimentation, cultural 
discovery and dialogue. it provides 
emerging artists with a platform 
to be discovered and it offers an 
intimate setting in which established 
talent can reconnect with audiences 
in new and engaging ways. it gives 
our audience an opportunity to be a 
part of the content we create.

The greene space’s programming 
roster is as diverse and as engaging 
as the city of new york. in Fiscal year 
2012, The greene space hosted 177 
events. Thousands came to attend 
these events in person and millions 
more had access to the content 
created via radio broadcasts and 
digital platforms. signature series  

like The NEXT New York Conversation 
convened writers, musicians, actors, 
scientists and activists to discuss 
subjects of local relevance and global 
reach; and Battle of the Boroughs 
showcased up-and-coming musical 
talent from all five boroughs of  
new york.

in January, WQXR Presents brought 
lang lang and the quintessenso 
Children’s Choir of mongolia to 
The greene space to celebrate the 
Chinese new year with a concert. in 
February, women vying for spots on 
the first-ever u.s. Olympic women’s 
boxing team sparred in The greene 
space as part of WnyC’s Women 
Box series. That same month, we 
commemorated the 75th anniversary 
of zora neale hurston’s Their Eyes 
Were Watching God with a series 
that included the American premiere 
of the novel as a radio play. The 
play was broadcast in september 
2012. The national endowment for 
the Arts’ The Big Read program 
supported educational workshops 
connected with the broadcast in  
The greene space for new york City 
high school students. 

THE JEROME L. GREENE PERFORMANCE SPACE

sIgnaTure serIes
Battle of the Boroughs
The global salon
lopate and locavores
The nexT new york Conversation
A new Theatre of sound
soundcheck live
WqxR Presents

DIgITal properTIes 
The Jerome l. greene  
 Performance space  
(www.thegreenespace.org)

LEFT (THiS PAGE): 
lopate and locavores

RiGHT:

ultimate Battle winners,  
Brown Rice Family
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fIsCal Year 2012 was an incredible 
year for all of our shows and content 
brands. For Radiolab, in particular, 
it was a year of tremendous growth 
— in terms of audience, reach, brand 
extension, support and recognition. 
Fiscal year 2012 was marked by a 
genius grant from the macArthur 
Foundation for host Jad Abumrad 
and a $1.5 million grant from  
the national science Foundation. 
Radiolab’s national live show tour “in 
the dark” brought the thrill of radio to 
life for fans in Berkeley, Philadelphia, 
miami, seattle, Portland, los Angeles, 
salt lake City and new york. in may 
and June, the launch of Radiolab’s 
new digital membership program 
lab Partners and its mobile app 
for iPhone and Android continued 
to build momentum by delivering 

audiences across the world exactly 
what they wanted — more Radiolab, 
anywhere, anytime. 

On average there were more than 2.7 
million on-demand audio downloads 
of Radiolab shows each month in 
Fiscal year 2012, representing close to 
20% growth year-over-year. With the 
newest broadcast season of Radiolab, 
which debuted on may 4, 2012,  
we tested a new strategy for national 
distribution with 13 straight weeks  
of episodes, instead of the usual five. 
stations were enthusiastic about the 
new, more consistent schedule, and 
Radiolab reached an all-time high in 
national broadcast carriage with 402 
stations. it’s amazing what one little 
show about science and curiosity can 
accomplish in a year. 

MEASURED BY  
BRAND GROWTH: A Look At Radiolab

ABOVE (LEFT): 
Radiolab’s Jab Abumrad and  
Robert krulwich with dancers  
from Pilobolus
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WITh The CreaTIon of content that 
is second to none and delivered live 
and on-demand, from the desktop 
to the smartphone, new york 
Public Radio is redefining the audio 
experience for 21st century audiences.   
Fiscal year 2012 was the year new 
york Public Radio distinguished itself 
in the digital space and truly emerged 
as a leading multiplatform content 
provider. The company relaunched 
four major websites (including 
wqxr.org and thegreenespace.org), 
released six mobile apps, extended its 
reach through strategic distribution 
partnerships, and transformed its 
web presence with optimized audio 
players and added new capabilities 
including search and shareability.  
This year we launched dedicated 
online streaming music channels, 
like q2 music, and topic-driven 
online news and community sites like 
schoolBook, which is a critical source 
of news and conversation about 
education in the new york region.

digital innovation was also embraced 
by our newsroom as a tool to enhance 
reporting capabilities and engage 

with our audience. Our efforts went 
beyond engaging the audience on 
popular social media platforms like 
Facebook and Twitter, although  
we did that too. in Fiscal year 2012, 
WnyC built out its data news unit. 
This team adds a new layer of 
interactivity to the way we tell stories 
by using data mining, mapping and 
visualization to cover transportation 
issues, economic issues, cultural 
topics and to disseminate news and 
information as a public service. in 
August 2011, when hurricane irene 
came to town, our data news team 
created an evacuation zone map  
that enabled residents to type  
in their addresses and determine 
whether they were at risk of flooding. 
it became a vital tool for our city, 
generating 2.8 million page views 
the week of the storm. in the spirit 
of public media, we always create 
these tools so that they are easily 
embeddable on other sites and can 
be shared with audiences beyond  
our own. 

MEASURED BY  
DiGiTAL iNNOVATiON

ABOVE (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM):

new york Public Radio  
mobile apps

WnyC evacuation zone map  
for hurricane irene
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2011

MEASURED BY  
PROGRAMMiNG, OFFERiNGS AND ENGAGEMENT  

new york Public 
Radio takes over 
operations of new 
Jersey Public Radio

WnYC and WQXr 
launch “measuring 
Time: music for  
9/11” project 

WnYC news covers 
hurricane irene with 
interactive mapping 

schoolBook.org 
launches

“living 9/11”  
radio special carried 
nationwide

Fiscal year 2012 at new york Public Radio was defined in large part by what we 
were able to deliver to our audiences day after day. here’s a look at some of the 
highlights from Fiscal year 2012:

JULY

18
AUGUST

25
SEPTEMBER

7
SEPTEMBER

8-11
SEPTEMBER

21
JULY

1

WQXr launches  
 iPhone app

The Leonard 
Lopate Show 

Book Club 
explores salman 

Rushdie’s 
Midnight’s 

Children
WQXr’s 
inaugural 
season of 
Carnegie 
Hall Live 
premieres

Here’s the Thing 
with Alec Baldwin 

launches
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OCTOBER

6
OCTOBER

11
OCTOBER

24
SEPTEMBER

27

WnYC launches  
iPhone app
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Radiolab 
launches  

mobile app

2012

“China in new york: 
A WQXr Festival” 
begins with a lang 
lang concert in  
The greene space

nyPR celebrates the 
completion of its $15 
million campaign to 

preserve classical 
music station WQXr 

in new york

“Their eyes Were Watching 
god: A Radio Play” debuts in 
The greene spaCe, narrated 
by Phylicia Rashad

WnYC launches 
business and 
economic segment 
Money Talking

Kings County  
live show, hosted 
by kurt Andersen, 
premieres in 
Brooklyn

MoneyTalking

FEBRUARY

29
APRiL

27
JUNE

10
FEBRUARY

8
JUNE

21

WnYC wins a 
2012 Alfred i. 
duPont–Columbia 
Award for Ailsa 
Chang’s two-part 
investigative 
report “Alleged 
illegal searches by 
the nyPd”

WnYC hosts 
a celebratory 
event “Js30: 
Three decades 
of John 
schaefer” in 
The greene 
spaCe with 
special guests 
steve Reich, 
laurie Anderson 
and simone 
dinnerstein

Radiolab’s 
national tour of 

“in The dark” 
premieres 

in Berkeley, 
California

DECEMBER

21
NOVEMBER

3
WQXr’s 
multiplatform 
festival Beethoven 
Awareness month 
kicks off with a 
performance in 
grand Central 
station 

WnYC’s Brian lehrer hosts “live 
engagement Party,” a special 
broadcast looking at the issues 
behind Occupy Wall street at 
The greene spaCe

NOVEMBER

1
DECEMBER

2
JANUARY

23
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MEASURED BY  
NUMBERS: FinAnCiAls

* includes CPB Csg and excludes  
government funding for campaigns

Our financial position in Fiscal year 
2012 enabled us to move our strategic 
priorities forward while delivering on 
our mission every day. membership 
& Other Contributions continued 
to represent the largest source of 
revenue for our organization in Fiscal 
year 2012, underscoring how critical 
this support is to our success. As 
planned, we drew on our campaigns 
to invest in our facilities, as well as 
current and future programming 
initiatives. in Fiscal year 2012,  
72% of our expenses were directly 
attributable to the creation of our 
programming. This is a true testament 
to our commitment to putting the 
needs of our audience and the quality 
of our programming first. during the 
course of the year, we made strategic 
investments in our future, ensuring 
we have the digital capabilities, the 
content and the resources we need 
to serve 21st century audiences in 
meaningful ways.   
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fIsCal Year 2012 

RADiO  
STATiONS

MOBiLE 
APPS  
LAUNCHED

on-demand listens 

7

6

W E B S i T E S

increase in 
streaming 
cume year-
over-year1476%

11.5M
84.4M

members  
supporting nYpr 
content and  
programming160,000+

people experiencing our radio/digital  
content each month on average

26MWeB  
lisTens

350+ 700+

177  live events in 
The 
greene 
space

58MPOdCAsT 
dOWn-
lOAds

stories pub-
lished online 
each monthhOuRs OF nYpr PROgRAmming eACh Week

MEASURED BY  
NUMBERS: imPACT And ReACh
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MEASURED BY  
RECOGNiTiON

At new york Public Radio, we take 
pride in being great storytellers. in 
Fiscal year 2012, new york Public 
Radio’s work was honored with 
many awards, including two Alfred i. 
duPont–Columbia Awards, one of the 
most prestigious prizes in broadcast 
news. WnyC’s Ailsa Chang received 
the silver Baton duPont Award for her 
two-part investigative report “Alleged 
illegal searches by the nyPd,” which 
revealed abuses in the nyPd’s stop 
and frisk policies. WnyC developed 
a larger series around the topic, 
which included enterprise reporting 
exploring all the angles and data 
visualization. A map created as part 
of the “stop and Frisk” project  
gave WnyC reach well beyond radio 
and made it possible for people  
to “connect the data point dots”  
and literally see the story. WnyC’s  
Radio Rookies received the duPont 
Finalist Award for the Coming Up  
in 2011 series produced by the  
st. george, staten island, Radio  
Rookies workshop. 

during the year, other programs were 
recognized for their extraordinary 
work. On the Media received the Bart 
Richards Award for media Criticism. 
“living 9/11” by marianne mcCune and 
emily Botein, and a team of producers 
and reporters from across WnyC, 
won a dart Award for excellence in 
Coverage of Trauma and a 2012 Third 
Coast international Audio Festival 
award. WnyC won several edward 
R. murrow awards, including the 
national RTdnA/unity Award, which 
recognizes outstanding achievements 
in the coverage of diversity for Studio 
360 with Kurt Andersen’s “secrets 
of a Blonde Bombshell.” WnyC 
also brought home new york Press 
Club awards and new york state AP 
awards in Fiscal year 2012.

laura Walker, President and CeO of 
new york Public Radio, was honored 
with the 2012 Award for distinguished 
service to music presented by the 
new york Choral society.

ABOVE LEFT: 
Radio Rookies at the  
Alfred i. duPont-Columbia Awards

iMAGE TK
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MEASURED BY  
SUPPORT 

iN the sPotlight: 

NATiONAL 
SCiENCE 
FOUNDATiON 
GRANT FOR 
Radiolab 
Radiolab received a three-year, 
$1.5 million grant in Fiscal year 
2012 from the national science 
Foundation to develop a model 
of digitally based science 
programming called discovery 
dialogues. Radiolab’s discovery 
dialogues are designed to bridge 
the core radio broadcast model 
with Radiolab’s digital platform in 
order to encourage understanding 
and engagement with science 
by positioning listeners as active 
creators and curators of content. 
The project engages the audience 
with science discussed on 
Radiolab’s programs and connects 
listeners with working scientists, 
with each other, and with Radiolab 
hosts, via social media and 
Radiolab’s digital platform.

develoPMeNt:  

A LOOK AT THE FUND FOR 
DiGiTAL iNNOVATiON 

launched in Fiscal year 2012, the Fund for 
digital innovation is an ambitious fundraising 
campaign that will foster new york Public 
Radio’s digital transformation, including its 
ability to deliver rich content and experiences 
to audiences in whichever platform they 
choose. investors in the fund share a deep 
appreciation of public radio. As co-chairs of 
the Fund for digital innovation, vickie and 
steve morris (pictured above) have taken 
on the important role of helping new york 
Public Radio define its role in the digital 
age. institutionally, the Tow Foundation has 
anchored nyPR’s digital transformation with  
a two-year, $500,000 challenge grant to  
be matched on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The 
norman and Rosita Winston Foundation  
has already generously invested $100,000 
against the match. 
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OUR DONORS

$1,000,000+
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
national science Foundation

$250,000–$999,999
The Joyce and daniel Cowin Foundation
The Ford Foundation
sidney e. Frank Foundation
Charles h. Revson Foundation
The Rockefeller Foundation
Alfred P. sloan Foundation
The Tow Foundation
Wyncote Foundation

$100,000–$249,999
The Alec Baldwin Foundation
Judith Ann Corrente
The geraldine R. dodge Foundation
FJC, a Foundation of donor-Advised Funds
The marc haas Foundation
John d. and Catherine T. macArthur   
 Foundation
henry and lucy moses Fund
new york state department of education
Wilma s. Tisch

$25,000–$99,999
Anonymous
Raymond e. and lucille P. Benedetto
The Robert Bowne Foundation
Timothy and Andrea Collins
mr. and mrs. Charles diker
Christian A. Johnson endeavor Foundation
martha Fleischman
michele satty gage and The gage Fund
mark T. gallogly and lise strickler
sigrid gray
mr. and mrs. martin F. heller
The kaplen Foundation
Ruth and harold kingsberg
Robert and dora kuhn
geraldine laybourne
leir Charitable Foundations
John P. mcginn and Cary J. davis
Jason and deborah mcmanus
metlife Foundation
Bethany and Robert B. millard
eleanor and howard morgan
victoria and stephen morris
national endowment for the Arts
national Public Radio
hive digital media learning Fund in the  
 new york Community Trust
new york City department of Cultural Affairs
The Overbrook Foundation
herb scannell and sarah Reetz
lauren seikaly and michael huber
The selz Foundation 
susan and Peter solomon
Anne and Bernard spitzer
W. Clement & Jessie v. stone Foundation
The ernst C. stiefel Foundation
mayo and elizabeth stuntz

geraldine stutz Trust
harold and nicki Tanner
Andrea l. Taylor
Tiger Baron Foundation
Cynthia king vance and lee g. vance
elaine and Alan g. Weiler
miriam Wallach
Rosalind P. Walter
Anthony and lulu C. Wang
Joseph A. Wilson
The Winston Foundation

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
Robert Arnow
Blair Axel
BBC Worldwide America
Tom and Andi Bernstein
John Borthwick
mr. and mrs. david Caplan
Tom Carley and the new york Times
mr. and mrs. Raymond Chambers
Colbert Family Fund of Coastal  
 Community Foundation
emilie and michael Corey
Richard de martini and Jennifer Brorsen
Jeffrey and Jill degen
ximena d. Camus
susanne durst
Fred l. emerson Foundation
Charles and elaine engelstein
The Alex J. ettl Foundation
Julian W. and Ronnie B. Friedman
Friedman Family Foundation
William and helen garrison
Jill and John gilbert
James gleick and Cynthia Crossen
virginia and martin gold
The gRAmmy Foundation
The guilford Fund 
mary W. harriman Foundation
Christine hepburn and kenneth martin
hite Foundation
Carol and howard holtzmann
Carroll and donna Janis
katzenberger Foundation
Pamela kindler
daney and lee klingenstein
Jacques and margot kohn
honey m. kurtz
Anton levy
marilyn and Bob laurie Foundation
Ruth m. and david A. levine
The gerda lissner Foundation
mr. and mrs. Richard g. lubman
Ann luce and Jonathan l. Auerbach
mr. and mrs. vincent mai
Jane marcher Foundation
daniel and marian malcolm
lynn J. and elizabeth A. mangum
Joanne and norman matthews
mattis Family Foundation
Josephine merck

neW yORk PuBliC RAdiO 
gRATeFully ACknOWledges 
The mAny dOnORs WhOse 
geneROsiTy hAs enABled  
iTs sTATiOns TO PROvide 
AWARd-Winning neWs, 
CulTuRe And musiC 
PROgRAms. heRe, We ARe 
PROud TO ACknOWledge  
The insTiTuTiOns, 
FOundATiOns, mAJOR 
dOnORs And lisTeneRs 
legACy CiRCle memBeRs 
suPPORTing This WORk  
OveR The lAsT yeAR. We 
AlsO ThAnk eACh And  
eveRy One OF OuR 160,000+ 
memBeRs FOR TheiR 
OuTsTAnding geneROsiTy. 
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Anne Akiko meyers
microsoft Corporation
mr. malcolm mogul and dr. harriette mogul
Janet B. nast
margaret neubart Foundation
new york state Council on the Arts
new york state library
mr. and mrs. Richard A. Pace
Theodore Petroulas and nasim Alikhani
veronique and Bob Pittman
ellen and leonard Polaner
Rice Family Foundation
Philip W. Riskin Charitable Foundation inc.
mary Rodgers and henry guettel
John and elizabeth Rose
susan and Jon Rotenstreich
Robert R. and Joan O. Rothberg
The derald h. Ruttenberg Foundation
Joshua sapan
silver mountain Foundation for the Arts
Jerry and katherine speyer
sam and ellen sporn
lynn g. straus
epstein Teicher Philanthropies
kathleen and seymour Weingarten
Amy yenkin and Robert usdan
lesley and Frank yeary
Judith and stanley zabar

$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous (6)
The louis and Anne Abrons Foundation
lawrence and Ronnie Ackman
nancy Adelson
Christiane Amanpour and James Rubin
Porter Anderson
Jean B. and Christopher C. Angell
Robert and helen Appel
James Attwood and leslie k. Williams
Axe-houghton Foundation
Rose m. Badgeley Residuary Charitable Trust
Bank of new york mellon
henry and karen Barkhorn
nan Bases
Bay and Paul Foundations
Thomas Bernard and mercedes danevic
irma Birnbaum
Bloomingdale’s
Charles Brenner and elise grebe
margot Bridger
Brooklyn Community Foundation
lewis Brounell Charitable Trust
erin Burnett
Adele Chatfield-Taylor
CignA
Tim and Carol Cole
Peter Coleman and leah F. doyle
emily and John Corry
Crosswicks Foundation, ltd.
karen davis and The deborah  
 elkins Foundation
Robert de Rothschild
Anne e. delaney 

deWitt stern group
Charles dimston
doreen downs miller
michel dufresne and Caroline seguin
susan and Thomas dunn
Jodie and John eastman
Joseph A. Fazio
ingrid Fitz-James and nathalie Antoine
Barbara g. Fleischman
Judi sorenson Flom
mary Ann Fribourg and  
 Fribourg Family Foundation
michael and mary gellert
mrs. isabel gindi and dr. michael gindi
herman goldman Foundation
suzan gordon
david gottlieb and death Or glory, llC
kim and Jeff greenberg
mike haddad and Joey O’loughlin
Amelia m. hagedorn and  
 The hagedorn Foundation
kathleen hale
meryl hartzband
sunny hayward and Richard s. Johnson
John and sally henry
Robert henry
Judith and Joel herschman
Alexandra and Paul herzan
marvin and Collette hopkins
nancy and neil humphreys
hunter douglas 
marvin israelow and dorian goldman
J and AR Foundation
Peter h. and karen s. Jakes
stuart m. Johnson
lena and gilbert kaplan
Anita and Jay kaufman
mary Beth kelly
Jeffrey kenner and hyunja laskin
The kenneth and hazel Roe Foundation
The sander and norma k. Buchman Fund
nancy J. king
mr. and mrs. John klingenstein
Robert and Randi kornreich
Alexandra d. korry
lillian e. kraemer
kim lemon and michael levine
The leon levy Foundation
dorothy lichtenstein
Jayne lipman and Bob goodman
Amy liss
Abe littenberg
sarah l. lutz and John van Rens
Joanne lyman
mr. and mrs. Peter l. malkin
mr. and mrs. stephen mandel Jr. 
elinor g. mannucci
marc Orlans mayer
stephen and Carolyn mcCandless
Judy mcgrath
Constance and h. Roemer mcPhee
sean mcvity
Tony meola and Carey Wagner

marlene nathan meyerson
Page and Otto marx Foundation
Jonathan miller and myria Barenbaum
david m. modest and mary Forbes singer
katherine moore
dinny and lester morse
mortenson Family Foundation
Thomas s. and suzanne murphy
Beverly nadler and Paul s. nadler  
 Family Charitable Trust
The narula Foundation and Ajay narula
mr. and mrs. don h. nelson
Carol netzer
newman’s Own Foundation
henry nias Foundation
nancy and morris W. Offit
The Oram Foundation
The scully Peretsman Foundation
david and leslie Puth
speaker Christine C. quinn
leslie and Curtiss Roach
susan J. Robbins and sidney s. Rothberg
dorothy and irving Rom Family Foundation
mrs. Frederick P. Rose
edward John and Patricia Rosenwald   
 Foundation
Barker Welfare Foundation
Alfred and Ann Ruesch
susie salomon
sandpiper Fund, inc.
irving and geraldine schaffer Foundation
dorothea schlosser and Thomas kopczynski
martin e. segal
The sharp Foundation
larry and klara silverstein and  
 silverstein Properties
sirus Fund
Ray and Judy skorupa
slomo & Cindy silvian Foundation
The spektor Family Foundation
howard s. and B. Jill Comins stein
nicholas A. stephens and lisa kunstadter
david J. and dianne B. stern
John and Bonnie strand
sir howard stringer
mr. and mrs. Jeff Tarr
Bertram Teich Foundation
The donald R. mullen Family Foundation
Alice Tisch
Paul vartanian
svetlana and herbert Wachtell
leon Wagner
Alexandra Antman and music lovers
sue Ann Weinberg
lucille Werlinich
Betsy Werthan and Bart schwartz
WJs Foundation, inc. 
Worldwide Pants, inc
Judy Francis zankel
Roy J. zuckerberg Family Foundation
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LiSTENERS LEGACY 
CiRCLE MEMBERS

Anonymous (27)
dr. and mrs. lloyd h. Alterman
gail Ambrose
marilyn Apelson
david Ashe
Rahman and Ali Bacchus
John m. Bacon
Thomas s. Bain
Arlene A. Bartlow
sharon l. Baver
vida and michael Beaven
sandy Berger
daniel Berkson
linda Bierman
Oscar Bober
Ruth Bowman
Francine Brown
hope Brown
dr. James Burke
mary Butler
Joel T. Camche
The margarita Camche Charitable Trust
michele and Jonathan Caplan
david W. Carman
Christine Cauchi
virginia Chakejian
Persis Charles
Tony and sue Ann Converse
William R. Corry
vicki Cowen
elizabeth Fallon Culp
Carol and sarah dacey-Charles
mary Carol day and Paul newland
Robert J. defreitas
michael devries and Christine stokes
Carol F. drisko
Audrey ellinger
Pauline Feingold
Janice Figueroa
stuart m. Fischman, esq.
Charlene l. Forest
shirley Friedman
edward F. gerber
murray ginsberg and Flore Botwinick

Bruce glaser
edward e. goldman and Judith A. Riven
Rose m. greco
diane hansen
The louise g. harper Charitable Trust
The Rosetta W. harris Charitable lead Trust
Ronnie Ann himmel
The lisina m. hoch Charitable lead Trust
sylvia R. hoisington
karen Jare
Richard kagan
Chester F. kaplan
edith kaplan
Beatrice kaufman
dr. sivia kaye
Anne keleman
Cynthia kelman
margaret kennedy
mary-Jo knight
elinore A. kochis
Ruth kram
stuart m. lane
Barbara lederer
Allegra levanne
harry lines
lawrence loewinger
nathan lorman
helen lowenstein
The John e. luth Charitable lead  
 Annuity Trust
Janet mardfin
Jason and edith marks
Alline mattheson
m. John matlaw
harry matthews
laura mausner
stephen and Carolyn mcCandless
Ann davidson michell
samuel l. miller, m.d.
dennis moreland
helen newman
Barry and maija nobel
Paula J. Omansky
steffi Ostroff

vinton Thompson and Ruth moscovitch
sidney J. and Barbara s. Pollack
Jane m. Protzman
William R. Reader, 
 in memory of lester Bowman
madeleine P. Richard
ethel Romm
The Ruth and samuel Rosenwasser 
 Charitable Trust
Joram salig and Tony Clark
michael l. samuels
Julie saul
sonia Ariane schlomy
Roberta schneiderman
morris and evelyn schupack
drs. martin F. and Judith s. schwartz
gisela selo
Judith R. shapiro
Joan shaw
James J. shields
Robert sholiton
The Charles spear Charitable Trust
hoyt and margot spelman
The Abby kissell star Charitable Trust
Peter and michele stein
Phyllis k. steiner, Ph.d.
Paulamarie susi
Carol kehr Tittle
dina vaz
John vinton
diane hardy Waller
melissa C. Williams
daniel yalisove

We honor the following 
Listeners Legacy Circle members, 
whom we lost this past year,
and extend our sympathy 
and heartfelt thanks to their  
loved ones. 

Joan glaser
kathleen F. Proceller
irwin schneiderman
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NEW YORK PUBLiC RADiO  
TOP UNDERWRiTERS iN FiSCAL YEAR 2012

92nd street y
Adelphi university 
American Ballet Theater
American express
Assured guaranty
Bank of America 
BmW 
Boston symphony Orchestra 
Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Carnegie hall
The Collegiate Chorale
Cooper union
Cornell Johnson school of management
Credit suisse
discover Jersey Arts
duff & Phelps
emirates Air
Fidelity
Fox Broadcasting 
glenmede Trust 
india Tourism
intel
The Juilliard school
lincoln 
lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
lv Wood Floors
macy’s
manhattan Theatre Club
mcgraw hill Companies
metropolitan museum of Art
museum of modern Art
The national Trust
new Jersey symphony Orchestra
The new school
new york Philharmonic
nyC and Company 
nyu stern langone
Paramount Pictures
Penguin group
Plaza Jewish Community Chapel
Reputation.com 
Rutgers university division of  
 Continuing studies
serino Coyne
sony Pictures Classics 
spotCo
stitcher
Tekserve
Warner Bros.

neW yORk PuBliC RAdiO 
gRATeFully ACknOWledges 
The undeRWRiTeRs WhOse 
suPPORT mAde OuR 
unique PROgRAmming And 
OFFeRings POssiBle in 
FisCAl yeAR 2012. 

iN the sPotlight: 

STiTCHER 
This past year, stitcher was 
new york Public Radio’s 
largest digital underwriter. 
stitcher, the company behind 
the popular mobile application 
used for podcast listening 
and discovery, supported 
many of our digital brands 
and platforms in Fiscal year 
2012. stitcher served as our 
signature sponsor when we 
launched Here’s the Thing 
with Alec Baldwin in October 
2011, and continues to be a 
longtime underwriter of both 
the Freakonomics Radio and 
Radiolab podcasts. This year, 
stitcher created a digital 
promotion for listeners to win 
a trip to see Radiolab’s “in the 
dark” show in seattle.
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